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Interfacial electronic trap lifetimes studied by the
photomodulation of second-harmonic generation processes
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Second-harmonic generation and linear photomodulation are combined to study free-charge trapping mecha-
nisms at ZnSe-GaAs(001) heterointerfaces. The variation of second-harmonic intensity as a function of
charged-trap density at the buried junction is analyzed quantitatively and used with time-dependent measure-
ments to determine interfacial charge-trap lifetimes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nearly 25 years ago Wang et al.' discovered that a second-
ary light beam can be used to improve dramatically the
sensitivity of simple linear reflectance experiments. The
photoreflectance method quickly became a routine spec-
troscopic diagnostic of semiconductors with space-charge
regions.2 Photoreflectivity offers high sensitivity to lin-
ear optical transitions with a narrow joint distribution of
states. The secondary light beam generates electron-
hole pairs (EHP's) whose injection into the material modu-
lates the band bending and changes the joint density of
states. Although the effect of optical carrier injection on
linear spectroscopies is well understood, the analogous
phenomenon in nonlinear optics has only recently at-
tracted attention.3 4 It is well known that second-order
nonlinear optical probes are sensitive to the broken sym-
metries of a material system. This sensitivity has been
used to study surfaces5 and interfaces.6 8 By analogy to
linear reflectance, we might expect optical carrier genera-
tion in semiconductors to modulate the nonlinear response
of the system. The nonlinear spectrum, for example, may
be modified by carrier-induced changes of symmetry and
energy eigenstates. Thus, we can in principle study inter-
faces with greater sensitivity.

In this paper we are interested in charge-trapping
mechanisms at the interface between crystalline solids.
It is well known that band bending at the junction of two
dissimilar semiconductors can lead to new electronic
states.9 "0 Recently we reported on the observation of
such a state in ZnSe-GaAs(001) heterostructures when we
used second-harmonic generation (SHG).4 The second-
harmonic spectral feature, at 2.72 eV, results from a vir-
tual transition between the ZnSe valence band and a
resonance state of a quantum well located across the junc-
tion in the GaAs conduction band. The interfacial quan-
tum well, depicted in Fig. 1, develops as a result of band
bending. The generation and trapping of carriers at this
interface alters the junction band profile, the wave func-
tion of the interfacial quantum-well states, and the second-
order nonlinear optical response of the system.

We have combined photomodulation with second-order
nonlinear optics to study interfacial trap lifetimes at the
ZnSe-GaAs(001) heterojunction. This contribution pro-
vides information about the effects of defects on free
carriers and provides an example of how modulation tech-
niques can be combined with nonlinear optical spectros-
copies to provide low background information about
interfaces. The quantities to which we are sensitive in-
clude the interfacial defect charge, density, location, and
lifetime. Knowledge about these quantities is essential to
fully understand charge transport and carrier lifetime in
heterostructures, which in turn may help us to design bet-
ter photodetectors, diode lasers, and light-emitting diodes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 a theoretical background for the trapping
mechanism and its effect on nonlinear optical signals will
be given. The sample and experimental techniques will
be described in Section 3. In Section 4 the results are
presented, and a brief conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In our photomodulation second-harmonic generation
(PSHG) measurements the sample was typically illumi-
nated at normal incidence by light from a tungsten-lamp
monochromator, while the SHG experiment was in pro-
gress (see Fig. 2). We have measured the intensity of the
interfacial second-harmonic resonance at 2.72 eV as a
function of lamp fluence and as a function of time
after turning the lamp on and off. In this section we de-
scribe theoretical aspects of PSHG that pertain to the
ZnSe-GaAs heterostructures. The mechanism under-
lying these experiments can be described-as follows. The
photogenerating light beam, with photon energy greater
than the band gap of the system, produces EHP's." Some
of these free carriers move toward the junction and are
captured by the interfacial trap centers, thereby altering
the interface charge density. The new interface charge
will modify the band bending and perturb the states asso-
ciated with the quantum well. The interfacial trapped
holes decrease the interface negative charge and decrease
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Fig. 1. Energy band profile as a function of depth for the ZnSe-
GaAs(001) system. This band profile was determined by solving
the Poisson equation for a Gaussian charge distribution. The
thickness of the ZnSe overlayer is 21.5 nm.
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marily affects the wave function within the well and de-
pletion region.

We have shown that the interfacial traps are predomi-
nantly hole traps.4 This conclusion was deduced from
measurements of second-harmonic intensity as a function
of lamp photon energy, as displayed in Fig. 4. In this
measurement the lamp intensity transmitted into the
sample was held constant at 10 ,uW/cm2. Although the ef-
ficiency of carrier generation in GaAs is much greater
than that in ZnSe,3 our data exhibited that the effect of
photogenerated carriers in GaAs was negligible at this in-
tensity. Because photoexcited electrons (holes) in GaAs
(ZnSe) move toward the interface, we concluded that the
interface traps are mainly hole traps. In this section we
consider only the effect of hole traps; the arguments for
electron traps are described in Appendix A.

Our goal is to calculate the photocarrier-induced change
of the dominant second-order susceptibility tensor ele-
ment, xZ. 4 This calculation will allow us to deduce the
variation in second-harmonic intensity as a function of
trapped-charge density and time. In the following discus-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the PSHG experiment. The sample was
illuminated at normal incidence by light from a tungsten-lamp
monochromator while the SHG experiment was in progress:
PMT, photomultiplier tube; P, polarizer; SF, spectral filter; M,
monochromator; cwp, angular frequency of photomodulating
beam.

(increase) the band bending on the ZnSe (GaAs) side of the
junction. This effect delocalizes the quantum-well wave
function and reduces its relative amplitude within the
well and depletion region. The amplitude of the valence
band wave function, illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3(b),
also reduces within the depletion region of the ZnSe
overlayer. The reduction in amplitude produces a reduc-
tion in the oscillator strength for the transition between
the valance band and quantum-well state. Alternatively,
interfacial trapped electrons will increase the SHG signal.
This theory is in agreement with our experimental obser-
vations and is consistent with our theoretical modeling,'2

the results of which are displayed in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 we
see that the change in the interfacial charge density pri-
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Fig. 3. (a) Variation of the conduction band profile with photo-
modulation. The variation was calculated on the basis of the cre-
ation of positive interface charge. The band bending increases
(decreases) on the GaAs (ZnSe) side of the junction. The solid
(broken) curve represents the band profile in the absence (pres-
ence) of the photomodulation light source. (b) Variation of
quantum-well wave-function amplitude with photomodulation.
The same variation for the valence band wave function is shown
in the inset. The amplitude of the wave function within the well
and the depletion region decreases. The solid (broken) curve
represents the wave function in the absence (presence) of the
photomodulation light source.
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Fig. 4. Variation of the resonance interface SHG peak inten
at 2.72 eV as a function of lamp photon energy. The inten
transmitted into the sample was kept constant at 10 AW/cm2.

sion we assume that the trap centers are localized at
junction, and we evaluate all the parameters at the ini
face. This assumption is reasonable because the ini
facial imperfections are the main cause for the generat
of trap centers. We also use the steady-state value of
free electron (n) and the free hole densities (p) for t
calculation. Because our measured trap lifetime is me
orders of magnitude greater that the lifetime of the f
carriers, this assumption is also reasonable. Within t
model the change in interface charge owing to trapping
proportional to the density of interfacial trapped holes,
A rate equation at the interface relates t to the ot]
physical parameters of the system5 "6:

= khP(Nh - Pt) - 2hnp - rhPt-at

The rate equation, Eq. (1), leads to the following time-
dependent trapped-hole density:

pt(t) = Ah exp(-t/h) + klhalhNh'dhl1 + 'IIch
(4)

with

I~~h- 1
(klhalh + k2ha2h)Tdh

1
Tdh = k2hno + rh

T
dh

1Th = 
1 + 11/'ch

(5)

(6)

(7)

Here Th(Tdh) is the interfacial charging (discharging) time.
The parameter Tdh is the trap lifetime at the junction.
The charging intensity for hole traps, Ich, is the photo-
modulating light intensity that produces a charging time
of Tdh/2 in the system. Subscripts h indicate the value of
a hole-trap parameter. Ah is a constant and is deter-
mined by initial conditions.

Two different initial conditions were used in our time-
dependent measurements. These conditions lead to
different values for the parameters in Eq. (4) and are de-
scribed as follows. In the first case, the photomodulating
light illuminating the sample is turned on at t = 0, and
the initial density of trapped holes is zero. Under these
conditions the value of Ah is

k ha lhNhrdhIl
(1) 1 + Il/Ich (8)

Here Nh is the number density (number per square centi-
meter) of the interfacial hole trap centers and kh (k2h) is
the rate constant at which an unoccupied (occupied) trap
center will trap a hole (recombine with an electron) at the
interface. rh is the rate constant at which a trapped hole
is injected into the valence band by thermal excitation.
In the low lamp excitation limit we assume that the densi-
ties of photogenerated carriers are linearly proportional to
the intensity of the photogenerating lamp light, II. This
linear approximation was experimentally tested and will
be discussed later. Within the linear approximation we
write

P = alhIl + Po, (2)

n = a2hIz + no. (3)

Here alh(a2h) represents the deviation of interfacial free
hole (electron) density from its thermal equilibrium value
per unit lamp light intensity. Both a h and 2h depend on
the generation of free carriers and their transport to the
interface. These parameters are a function of the quan-
tum efficiency and mobility of the system. The equi-
librium value of the free hole (electron) density in the
absence of the photoexciting light is p(n 0 ). Because
thermal excitation probabilities in wide band-gap semi-
conductors are very small, we safely ignore the density of
thermally excited holes, PO, in comparison with photo-
generated holes, ah1h, for photon energies greater than
2.67 eV

In the second case, the sample was illuminated for a long
time and then the photomodulating lamp source was
turned off at t = 0. In this case Ah represents the value
of hole trapped density at t = 0, and the intensity of light
source is zero. Thus, Eq. (4) reduces to

P(t) = Pto exp(-t/dh). (9)

The time-dependent Hamiltonian resulting from this
interfacial trapped charge is approximately

H = -qhpt(Z - d),
e

(10)

where 2 is in the direction normal to the interface, q (e) is
the unit charge of a hole (electron), and d is the thickness
of the ZnSe overlayer. The effect of this Hamiltonian on
the electronic structure of the system and xZZ can be de-
scribed by perturbation theory. Because the measured
time scale for the change in xz(2) was much slower than the
electronic lifetime of the quantum-well states, we can use
time-independent perturbation theory to explain the
physical phenomena in our calculations.

The wave function of the interfacial quantum well is
sensitive to the detailed structure of the well and thus to
the band bending at the junction. We expect states that
are most sensitive to the photomodulation effects to be
those whose existence depends strongly on the interfacial
quantum well. For example no change in the bulk SHG
signal was observed under photomodulation.' The varia-
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tion of X (2) may thus be reasonably modeled by considering
only changes of the resonance state of the interfacial
quantum-well wave function, 1w).

Because the electrons in the conduction band are free in
the plane parallel to the interface, the essential part of the
Schr6dinger equation for this system reduces to a one-
dimensional problem. The eigenstates of this problem de-
cay rapidly into the vacuum (that is, z -> c) and are
nondegenerate.'7 Using nondegenerate perturbation the-
ory, we have

Iw) = Iwo) + Z (w'lHhll)lwo) (11)
WI Ew wo

The w') are other eigenstates of the quantum well,'2 and
Iwo) represents the unperturbed state. The denominator
EWWO denotes the difference between the energy eigenvalue
of the state 1w') and the state Iwo). The average energy
interval between these eigenvalues is -28 meV,'2 and the
states are taken as sharp lines in the energy spectrum.
The perturbation leads to a first-order variation of the
second-order susceptibility XZZZ,

Xzzz= + 27reqh pt

Xzzz,o wI EEw' w

X {(vlzlw')(w'lzlw.) + (wolzlw')(w'IzIe)8

(Vlzlwo) (wolzle)

1 + Mhpt, (12)

with

Mh_ 27reqh ((V|Z|W;)(wIZlWo) + (wo)zw')(w'Izle)
WI Ew, (vIz~wo) (wolzle)

(13)

The states Iv) and le) represent the valence band and a
higher energy (that is, above the ZnSe conduction band)
excited state, respectively. Equation (11) and identity
(12) determine the fractional SHG intensity variation,
that is,

1(2w)
= [1 + Clh + C2h exp(-t/mh)]2 . (14)

Io

Here

Clh MhklhalhNhrdhII (15)

C2h = MhAh, (16)

where I1(2) [ISw)] is the second-harmonic intensity in the
presence (absence) of a photoexciting light source. The
wave function for the one-dimensional problem under in-
vestigation is chosen to be real'7 ; therefore, Ch and C2h

are also real. Clh/Mh is the steady-state solution for the
trapped-hole density [Eq. (1)]. Equation (14) shows that
the trapped-charge density increases with the lamp inten-
sity and approaches its asymptotic value, klhahNhTdhIch-

At this point the charge density, pt, will not be affected by
highor lamp intensity and the band flattening will have
reached its final condition. This steady-state solution of
the trapped-hole density was recently used to deduce the
relative trap density in ZnSe-GaAs samples.4

Within our experimental resolution of 6 meV at 915 nm,

we did not observe any energy shift in the second-
harmonic spectra under the photomodulation. This ob-
servation results from the fact that both the resonance
state of the quantum well and the ZnSe band profile shift
upward in energy as a result of the photomodulation.
The upward shifts are almost the same, so that only a very
small variation (-1 meV) in the transition energy of the
SHG resonance arises. Our computations'2 predict spec-
tral shifts of less than -2 meV

3. EXPERIMENTS

Our ZnSe-GaAs(001) heterostructure sample consists of a
21.5-nm epitaxial layer of undoped ZnSe(001) grown on a
0.5-Itm undoped GaAs(001) film terminated with 2 X 4

surface reconstruction. The details of the growth and
characterization are described in Ref. 18. A schematic of
the PSHG experiment is shown in Fig. 2. A tungsten-
lamp monochromator was the photomodulating light
source. It was replaced by an Ar+ laser whenever an in-
tense beam was required. Details of the SHG experi-
ments on ZnSe-GaAs(001) are given in Ref. 19. Note that
a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser with a repetition rate of 10 Hz
was the light source for second-harmonic measurements,
and the boxcar averager was set to take an average over 10
shots. This method brings the time resolution of the ex-
periments to -1 s.

The time-dependent PSHG experiments were designed
to measure the trap lifetimes, Tdh and Tde, and charging
time, Th. The steady-state PSHG experiments were used
to study the dependence of the charging time on photo-
modulating light intensity. The time-dependent mea-
surements were performed by the use of two different
initial conditions: an open and a closed photogenerating
beam shutter. To measure the intensity dependence of
charging time, Trh, we illuminated the sample with light at
a fixed intensity, and the second-harmonic signal was
measured as a function of time. This procedure was car-
ried out for different lamp intensities and was repeated
100 times at each fluence.

The measurements of trap lifetime were carried out by
the illumination of the sample with the lamp for at least
2 min. Then, the photogenerating beam shutter was
closed, and the SHG intensity was measured as a function
of time. This procedure was also repeated 100 times.

We also measured the steady-state second-harmonic in-
tensity as a function of lamp fluence for a photon energy
of 2.4 and 3.0 eV. In these measurements the sample was
illuminated for a period of -2 min to ensure that steady-
state conditions were reached.

4. RESULTS

The experimental results of the hole and the electron trap
lifetime (that is, Tdh and Tde) measurements are displayed
in Fig. 5. The photon energy of the photomodulating
beam used in the hole (electron) trap lifetime measure-
ments was 3.0 eV (2.4 eV). The data exhibit a slow recov-

ery time for the second-harmonic intensity in both cases.

The solid curves in Fig. 5 are the best fit to the theory.
Our fitting routine determined the best value for the re-
combination of the interfacial trap lifetime. This value
was 35.4 ± 0.5 s and 35.0 ± 0.5 s for hole and electron trap
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Fig. 5. Normalized second-harmonic intensity at lamp photon
energies of 2.4 eV (*) and 3.0 eV () as a function of time. The
sample was illuminated by the photoexcitation beam for at least
2 min, then the photoexcitation shutter was closed (at t = 0) and
data acquisition began.
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Fig. 6. Normalized second-harmonic intensity as a function of
time. A photoexcitation beam with intensity 5.3 _LW/cm2 illumi-
nated the sample at t = 0.

lifetime, respectively. These long lifetimes are character-
istic of metastable electronic states typically generated by
defects. Our results indicate that the lifetime for elec-
trons and holes are the same within the experimental
resolution. The surprisingly close values of the electron
and the hole trap lifetimes are not intrinsic to our model,
and we do not yet understand this result.

The variation of the resonance second-harmonic inten-
sity as a function of time after the lamp is turned on
is shown in Fig. 6. To investigate the intensity depen-
dence of the interfacial charging time, we repeated this
measurement for lamp intensities ranging from 0.4 AW/cm2
to 5.3 gW/cm

2. We were not able to perform the time-
dependent measurements at higher lamp intensities be-
cause higher intensities resulted in charging times that
were shorter than the resolution of our apparatus.

The solid curve in Fig. 6 is the theoretical fit to the
experimental data when we use Eq. (14). As expected the
charging time decreased with increasing lamp illumina-
tion intensity. The optimum value for the free parame-
ters CMh, C2h [Eqs. (15) and (16)] and charging time Th

[Eq. (7)] were determined from our fits. The fitting was
performed for all measured lamp intensities. In this way
we were able to study the variation of the charging time as
a function of lamp intensity. Our data, with lamp flu-
ences below 5.3 ,1W/cm2, demonstrated that the inverse of

the charging time, and thus the free carrier densities,
depended linearly on the intensity of the photoexciting
beam. This linear relationship is displayed in Fig. 7. We
also see that the inverse of Th approaches the trap lifetime
(discharging time) as the lamp intensity approaches zero.
These results justify the linear approximation used in our
computation and lend support for our theoretical model.
Using the 1rdh value we are able to deduce the value
of 0.8 pW/cm'2 for Ich [see Eq. (5)]. This intensity is
also shown in Fig. 7. Our data demonstrate that the
linear approxination holds for intensities up to -7 x Ih
(5.3 juW/cm2). This intensity is high enough to reduce the
charging time by a factor of -10 to our resolution limit
but is still too weak to break the linear approximation.

We now turn to the dependence of the steady-state
second-harmonic intensity on the photoexcitation fluence.
The steady-state SHG intensity as a function of lamp in-
tensity for a lamp photon energy of 3.0 eV is shown in
Fig. 8. A word of caution is necessary in analyzing the
data. Our theoretical results in Eq. (15) are based on a
linear approximation, and our lifetime measurements are
able to show linearity only up to 5.3 AW/cm2. Thus, in
principle, we can only fit our data for intensities below
5.3 W/cm2. The solid curve in Fig. 8 is the best fit when
only the low intensity data are used. The constants
klhalhNh and Ich are the only two free parameters in our
fitting routine, and the value of TO' = kno + r was de-
duced from the time-dependent measurements.
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lamp intensity /tW/cm'
Fig. 7. The inverse of charging time (h) as a function of the
intensity. The solid line is the best fit to the data.
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Fig. 8. The steady-state normalized second-harmonic intensity
as a function of lamp intensity. The dotted curve is the best fit
when all the available data are used, and the solid curve is the
best fit when only the low intensity portion of the data is used.
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We have carried out the fitting routine for all available
data, shown by a dotted curve in Fig. 8. The comparison
of these two fits illustrates the validity of the linear ap-
proximation at higher intensities. We can see that these
two fits are different for high lamp intensities.

5. CONCLUSION

Linear photomodulation and SHG were combined as a new
method to investigate solid-solid interfaces. Using this
technique, we have studied trapping mechanisms at ZnSe-
GaAs(001) heterointerfaces. This mechanism was for-
mulated and used with the time-dependent measurements
to deduce the lifetime of interfacial traps. The recombi-
nations of the interfacial trap lifetime for holes and elec-
trons were 35.4 ± 0.5 s and 35.0 ± 0.5 s, respectively. We
have also demonstrated that the interfacial charging time
depends on the intensity of the photomodulating light
source. The inverse of the charging time was found to be
a linear function of the light intensity for low lamp light
intensity. Our steady-state PSHG data suggested that
the linear approximation may not be suitable for intensi-
ties higher than -8 AW/cm2 .

We believe that PSHG is a promising tool for the study
of solid interfaces in the presence of band bending. We
are currently exploring this technique for surface band
bending of the semiconductors and on Schottky barrier
heights in metal semiconductors. We are also investigat-
ing the effect of photomodulation on other nonlinear pro-
cesses, such as Raman scattering. The results of these
experiments will be described in future publications.

APPENDIX A: ELECTRON TRAPPING

Photogeneration of EHP with lamp photon energies less
than the ZnSe band gap and greater than GaAs band gap
will occur predominantly on the GaAs side of the hetero-
structure. Under these conditions electrons migrate to-
ward the interface. Some of these carriers are captured
by interfacial electron traps. In this appendix we are in-
terested in calculating the deviation of the trapped elec-
tron density, Ont, from its equilibrium value, nt,. The
localized rate equation for nt is

at = kefn(Ne - nt) - k2epnt - rent.
at

(Al)

The subscript e stands for electron, and the definition of
each parameter is given for hole trap in the text. Equa-
tion (Al) leads to the time-dependent value of nt. After
subtracting the steady-state value of the trap density in
the absence of light, nt,, we can write

6nt = Ae exp(-t/Te) + kle(k2ePo + re)a2eNerde2Iz
1 + IIcAm

(A2)

where

Tde
e 1 + Il/Ice (A3)

with

1
Ice = X

a2ekle~de

1
Tde = (keflo + k2ePO + re)

(A4)

(A5)

The expression for the perturbation Hamiltonian, the
second-order susceptibility, and the SHG intensity result
when the subscript h, for hole, is replaced by e, for elec-
tron, in Eqs. (10)-(16).
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